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Abstract: In modern society, people are heavily reliant on information available online through various channels, such as websites, social media, and web portals. Examples include searching for product prices, news, weather, and jobs. This paper focuses on an area of information extraction in e-recruitment, or job searching, which is increasingly used by a large population of users in across the world. Given the enormous volume of information related to job descriptions and users’ profiles, it is complicated to appropriately match a user’s profile with a job description, and vice versa. Existing information extraction techniques are unable to extract contextual entities. Thus, they fall short of extracting domain-specific information entities and consequently affect the matching of the user profile with the job description. The work presented in this paper aims to extract entities from job descriptions using a domain-specific dictionary. The extracted information entities are enriched with knowledge using Linked Open Data. Furthermore, job context information is expanded using a job description domain ontology based on the contextual and knowledge information. The proposed approach appropriately matches users’ profiles/queries and job descriptions. The proposed approach is tested using various experiments on data from real life jobs’ portals. The results show that the proposed approach enriches extracted data from job descriptions, and can help users to find more relevant jobs.
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1. Introduction

With recent advancements in technology, human reliance on the internet has increased greatly. Information is now mostly available and shared via the internet using sources, such as websites, social media and web portals. This advancement in internet technology has also had an impact on recruiting potential employees for an organization. Various e-recruitment systems have flourished, such as Indeed (https://www.indeed.com), Monster (https://www.monster.com/), Person force (https://www.personforce.com/), and Angel.co (https://angel.co/). E-recruitment facilitates both employers and users in terms of finding relevant jobs efficiently. Existing e-recruitment systems use keywords or faceted searches (https://www.indeed.com; https://www.monster.com/; https://www.personforce.com/; https://angel.co/) to provide better search results to both organization and users. The recruitment process starts with advertising a job description; Figure 1 shows a sample job description with its segments.
Figure 1. A sample job description with marked segments.

The job description in Figure 1 outlines the location, job title, requirements and responsibilities. Some features in a job description, such as location, job title, skills and expertise level, are described as entities. These entities are contextually associated with each other to yield contextual entities, such as the job requirements. The employer’s primary emphasis in candidate filtering is on the job requirements because the requirements define the baseline for the selection of a potential candidate. The job description/candidate profile contents thus hold crucial importance. However, the information provided in the job description/user profile provides challenges for extraction, such as the fact that content is unstructured; there is no standard format for defining content, and there are text nomenclature differences for defining the same content. Recruitment processes prioritize matching/relevance between job description and candidate queries to filter out irrelevant candidates, or get the most well-fitting job for the candidate. Manually performing this matching process is time-consuming and challenging [1], and the process is carried out automatically in e-recruitment systems. However, this process is not merely the matching of text because there can be semantic heterogeneity in the texts. For example, in Figure 2, the text of a job description and user query have been illustrated. There is no match in them lexically; however, they are semantically matching because ‘Android Development’ is a type of ‘mobile application’. The matching process is complex and needs to understand the context (i.e., domain-specific information) of the text to resolve semantic heterogeneity in matchmaking.
Existing e-recruitment systems [2,3] do not extract domain-specific information, such as ‘mobile application’ in the above example from the job requirement text to match with the candidate query of ‘Android Development’. These domain-specific entities are contextually associated with each other. Existing systems extract entities from text independently of each other, without considering the context associated with the entities. For example, the 3rd job requirement in Figure 1 ‘Strong fundamentals (OO, algorithm, data structure)’ has the entity ‘strong’ as the expertise level and ‘OO, algorithm, data structure’ as skills, but actually ‘strong’ expertise is required in ‘OO, algorithm, data structure’. These entities combine to generate a contextual entity, i.e., a job requirement. Another drawback of existing systems is that of the limited availability of information [4,5] contained in the knowledge base for enrichment either through in-house data or with an external source that is static with respect to data growth. On the other hand, Linked Open Data (LOD) [6] does not suffer from data staleness and data can expand over time. Multiple sources are actively contributing to it, such as Wikipedia (https://www.wikipedia.org/), Getty (http://www.getty.edu/research/tools/vocabularies/lod/), and GeoNames (https://lod-cloud.net/dataset/geonames-semantic-web). Existing approaches [7,8] do not properly implement LOD principles.

The proposed e-recruitment system in this paper, called SAJ, addresses all the issues mentioned above. First of all, it divides the job description into segments, such as location, job title, and requirements. Then, it extracts domain-specific entities, such as the job title, location, expertise level, and career level, from the job description, and builds relationships among entities to extract contextual entities, such as the job requirement and job responsibilities. The system enriches entities using Linked Open Data to make them able to resolve semantic heterogeneities, such as that shown in Figure 2. The context-aware information is stored in the knowledge base built using Linked Open Data principles. The proposed system improves the user experience for both employer and candidates. It has been evaluated against some well-known information extraction systems and tools. SAJ performs well against these other systems and tools.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the related work in information extraction and e-recruitment, Section 3 presents the proposed e-recruitment system (SAJ), Section 4 explains the extraction and enrichment process with examples, Section 5 discusses the evaluation and finally Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

The focus of SAJ is on automatic extraction of contextual entities, such as job requirements and job responsibilities, from an unstructured job description. The extracted entities are then enriched and connected using a job description ontology to build context. The extraction of entities from a job description requires a comprehensive understanding of its structure and semantics. It involves in-depth knowledge of multiple domains that range from information extraction, knowledge base population, Linked Open Data and most importantly e-recruitment systems. Each of these domains has significance in SAJ. E-recruitment is an overall domain that defines boundaries [3,9] of our work.
and knowledge of e-recruitment is critical in the overall definition of SAJ. These relevant topics will be explored in the following section to put into context their state-of-the-art approaches.

2.1. Information Extraction

Information extraction is a technique for identification of entities from unstructured text [10]. A job description contains entities and compound words, such as job titles, job requirements, job responsibilities, career level and others entities that need to be extracted. Extraction techniques, to cater for unstructured document formats, mainly focus on rules and pattern [11], machine learning [12] and ontology [13] based approaches.

Rule and pattern-based techniques identify hidden features in the text by utilizing predefined rules or known patterns [11], e.g., extraction of a person’s phone number may require the occurrence of phrases, such as “at”, “can be (reached|called) at” and “s number is”. Absence of these phrases will result in the non-extraction of the person’s phone number. Rule-based techniques have been applied in multiple domains, such as aspect extraction of product reviews by exploiting common-sense knowledge and sentence dependency trees [14], relation extraction using background knowledge [15], extraction of patient’s clinical data from medical texts [16] and numerous others. These methods may process unstructured text multiple times to get meaningful information. Besides this, rule based techniques have been applied in the extraction of compound entities from bio-medical domains [17] using BioInfer and GENIA corpuses. The drawback of compound word extraction using the technique mentioned by Cartic Ramakrishnan et al. [17] is that any concept that is missing in the BioInfer and GENIA corpuses will not be identified as a compound word. These methods cannot identify any new rule or pattern that is not already defined. Machine learning based techniques can deal with such problems.

Machine learning based techniques help in the extraction of existing and new information from unstructured texts. Machine learning techniques use Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [18] and Conditional Random Fields (CRF) [19] to extract information from unstructured text. Machine learning based techniques require large data-sets for training and evaluation purposes. The aforementioned techniques fail to link information together with context. The lack of context may result in information loss.

Ontology based techniques cover this gap in information extraction, and mainly use domain-specific knowledge for extracting meaningful information from unstructured text [20]. Some well known existing systems that use domain ontology are KIM [21] and TextPresso [22]. These systems only use information present in domain ontology to facilitate entity extraction. TextPresso mainly focuses on entity extraction in the bio-medical domain. It uses Gene Ontology (GO) during extraction that comprises approximately 80% of the lexicon. Any new information extracted will result in information loss. This limitation was addressed by the technique proposed by Vincent et al. [13]. According to their technique, the newly extracted knowledge is merged with existing domain knowledge resulting in enhanced domain knowledge. Further down the road, information extraction has also been supported with fuzzy ontology [23] and used in extracting travelers’ reviews about hotels, building and designing business intelligence systems for gathering company intelligence and country/region information [24], building and designing systems to extract information from clinical documents such as admission reports, radiology findings and discharge letters [25], and a framework for retrieval of images from web data [26].

The technique proposed by Vincent et al. [13] has the limitation of only using the lexical English database WordNet (https://wordnet.princeton.edu/) as an external source for enhancing information. The enhancement was limited to WordNet which suffers a staleness issue from data. This issue of data staleness has been addressed in other studies by [27–29], which have updated domain ontology independently of WordNet, thus increasing the extraction precision. They have used the pattern-based approach and ontology for extracting new concepts that are not modeled in domain ontology, thus enriching the ontology.
2.2. Knowledge Base Construction

A knowledge base stores the extracted entities along with their relations from a job description(s). Knowledge Base Construction (KBC) explores techniques for populating knowledge bases with rich information either from unstructured, semi-structured or structured documents. KBC is an iterative process [7] that creates linkages between entities, such as skills: Object Oriented and expertise level: strong.

The system proposed by Gregoet et al. [8] automatically populates a knowledge base from both structured and unstructured text using an ontology. This technique can be applied to any field provided its ontology. Another system KELVIN [30] extracts entities and relations from large text collections. The core features of KELVIN are (1) cross-document entity co-references, (2) inter-document co-reference chains, (3) a slot value consolidator for entities, (4) the application of inference rules to expand the number of asserted facts and (5) a set of analysis and browsing tools supporting development.

Deepdive [7,31] is also an effort for populating knowledge bases from dark data [32]. The deep-dive approach utilizes database and machine learning techniques. Deepdive extracts structured data from unstructured dark data that includes the mass of text, tables, and images that are collected and stored but which cannot be queried using traditional relational database tools. From a machine learning perspective, Deepdive’s language inherits Markov Logic Networks [33].

Another focus for KBC is to extract organizational email entities from the Enron data-set (https://www.cs.cmu.edu/~./enron/) [34]. This data-set contains about 0.5 M emails from about 150 senior management users, employed by Enron. This technique’s focus is to populate an organizational KB from an email collection, and extend an existing entity linking evaluation collection. It links the organizational email mentions detected from sampled Enron email messages to both Wikipedia and new domain-specific KBs.

The techniques mentioned above, such as those mentioned in Refs. [7,8,34], have not been developed using Linked Open Data principles and also may not be able to facilitate data storage using Linked Open Data principles (https://ontotext.com/knowledgehub/fundamentals/linked-data-linked-open-data/).

2.3. Data Enrichment and Linked Open Data

Data enrichment is the process of enhancing, refining or improving existing data. The enrichment process increases the data’s value [35]. Work has been carried out in various domains, such as cultural heritage [5], scientific publications [36], question answering [37], web pages [38] and others areas to enhance, refine and improve existing data by adding more knowledge from external sources. The process is gaining increasing popularity [4]. Significant work has been carried out on experimental data [4]. A large quantity of scientific and experimental data are produced in the activities of large-scale international campaigns. These data are a fundamental pillar of the scientific and technological advancement of information retrieval [4]. Our proposed system semantically annotates and interlinks the data. The data are then exposed as Linked Open Data (LOD). The interconnections of data in LOD provides a means of data enrichment, i.e., the depth and breadth of the LOD graph increase. Other work has been carried out only solely to enrich data pertaining to cultural heritage [5]. The cultural heritage institute is now progressing towards sharing knowledge via LOD. Sharing data using LOD increases the data’s value. The current system connects the Biblioteca Virtual Miguel de Cervantes records (200,000 entities) to other data sources on the web. At the moment, the focus is on enriching location and date information with additional knowledge; the current system uses the GeoNames API to link the data.

Linked Open Data (LOD) [39] is an emerging research area with an immense amount of work being carried out in this domain. This work mainly focuses on the construction of LOD data sources which can be utilized for data sharing, data enrichment and bridging the gap between data interoperability and heterogeneity. Yamaguchi et al. [40] have used LOD for computing class–class relationships and
Koho et al. [41] have used LOD to build the datasets of war history casualties. This was represented as a linked model so that citizens investigate what happened to relatives and the model can be used for research in the digital humanities (DH). Another effort has been made by Maulik et al. [42] for Linked Graph Analytics in Pharmacology. The semantic web community has linked and published several datasets in the life sciences domain as Life Science Linked Open Data (LSLOD) using established W3C rules.

The techniques of LOD and enrichment, as mentioned earlier, are mainly focused on the construction of Linked Open Data sources. The utilization of Linked Open Data will enable a more open space for enriching information extracted from data sources instead of the limited external knowledge provided to them.

2.4. E-Recruitment Systems

Multiple systems have been developed to support the process of e-recruitment. JobOlize [9] is one such system that extracts structured information from unstructured job documents, such as job title, contact details and others. It utilizing a hybrid approach to combine existing Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques with the new form of context-driven extraction techniques for extracting the layout, structure and content information of a job description. Owoseni et al. [2] built a 3-tier technique using a semantic model. This technique performs analysis using document retrieval and natural language processing techniques for a human-like assessment. Besides these systems, various existing techniques, such as collaborative filtering, content-based filtering, knowledge based, and hybrid approaches [43], are adapted for the candidate and job recommendations. The SEEMP [3] project coordinates between public and private employment services around EU member states. It utilizes a mixed approach to services and semantics. The approach adopted by SEEMP combines software engineering and semantic web methodologies and tools for IT architectures, allowing meaningful service-based communication between employment services. The primary objective of the SEEMP project among European Union (EU) member states was to enhance interoperability for better employment services. To achieve interoperability, SEEMP adapts a Web Services Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [44] for semantic web services, a Web Services Modeling Language (WSML) [45] to encode the descriptions and METHONTOLOGY [46] as a methodology for developing and maintaining semantic descriptions. Other work has been undertaken by Malherbe et al. [47] to categorize job offers. It adopts a bottom-up approach to job categorization; the method detects characterizing terms in a corpus of job offers leading to more effective classification and the approach was evaluated on real-world data by multi-posting, on a sizeable French e-recruitment platform. SCREENER [48] is another e-recruitment system that facilitates the recruitment process by extracting information only from the resumes. It identifies text segments that have a probability of possessing specific information including skills, education, experience, and other related information. A predefined corpus assists in data extraction. The extracted information is then indexed using Lucene (http://lucene.apache.org/) for searching and ranking all applicants for a given job opening. The authors claim that this automated system makes the screening task more straightforward and more efficient.

2.5. Critical Analysis

After reviewing existing systems, it is clear that the following points need attention for employee recruitment systems to be improved.

1. Information loss in the extraction of domain specific e-recruitment entities for job descriptions due to unavailability of their context, or inter and intra document linkages.
2. Information loss due to the absence of a comprehensive schema level domain ontology in e-recruitment for building relationships (hierarchical and associative) among extracted entities for job descriptions.
3. Usage of static sources for data enrichment (expansion) resulting in data staleness.
3. The SAJ System

The proposed human e-recruitment system, called SAJ, exploits Linked Open Data (LOD), job description domain ontology, and domain-specific dictionaries for extraction of entities. The extracted entities are enriched and connected to minimize the loss of information in the extraction process. SAJ combines various operations to achieve extraction and enrichment from the job description in the e-recruitment system. As shown in Figure 3, unstructured job description text extracted from any document format, such as MS Word or a PDF, is input. The raw text is extracted using Apache Tika (https://tika.apache.org/). Then, the text is segmented into predefined categories using a self-generated dictionary. Natural Language Processing (NLP) and the dictionary help in the identification of entities. The entities are forwarded to two parallel processes, context building and entity enrichment. The output of both these processes is integrated and stored in the knowledge base. Extracting entities from the unstructured text is non-trivial and challenging work [49]. SAJ not only extracts entities from job descriptions, but it also enriches them contrary to existing e-recruitment systems [9,44]. The entities extracted by SAJ and their connections can facilitate in searching and retrieval, scoring and ranking of candidates against job description. The following sub-sections present the SAJ components in detail.

3.1. Dictionary

The purpose of the dictionary is to assist in text segmentation and entity extraction. The dictionary is a combination of rules and lists designed for identifying segments and entities in a job description. The rules were composed in Java Annotation Pattern Engine (JAPE) [50]. Table 1 shows sample rules for segmentation and entity extraction along with description.
Table 1. Sample rules designed for segmentation and extraction with description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Segmentation Rules</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>text.sentence.index == 1</td>
<td>Job title as the first line of text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>text.sentence.token &lt; 4</td>
<td>Heading line has no other text</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Extraction Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule:expDurationForSkill Token.kind==number Token.string==&quot;+&quot;SpaceToken (Token.string=&quot;years&quot;)</td>
<td>The rules detects experience for a skill, e.g., 2+ years of experience is required in Java</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Typically, each rule has two parts, the Left (L.H.S) and the Right (R.H.S). The L.H.S contains the inputs (the identified annotation pattern). They may contain regular expression operators (e.g., *, ?, +). The R.H.S is the rule outcome that is one or multiple annotations to be created based on the L.H.S. Not all rules in the dictionary are applied equally; instead, rules are applied in order of priority. The extraction rule shown in Table 1 extracts a cardinal (CD) number, e.g., 2 describes candidate’s level of experience for a particular skill. This process reduces the chances of false positives and also provides a way to verify any error that arises during requirements’ boundary identification.

3.2. Segmentation

Segmentation is a process that categorizes text in a job description. The primary objective of segmentation is to ensure that the extracted entities are correct, and belong to the correct text segment. The text segments in the job description are marked with a starting and ending index location.

The text is placed in predefined categories, such as job title, requirements, responsibilities, and career level, among others. At the moment, a dictionary-based approach [48] is adopted for identification of text categorization. The dictionary contains an extended list of possible rules and headings values that can occur in a job description. The rules mentioned in the dictionary ensure that a split is correct along with its category. Figure 1 shows the categories of a job description that are identified by the segmentation process.

3.3. Entity Extraction

The segmented job description is forwarded for entity extraction. With the help of the NLP technique, this component first extracts all sentences from the text and then marks each token/word with its respective Part of Speech (POS) tag such as noun, verb, or adjective. Penn TreeBank (http://www.anc.org/oanc/penn.html) is used for marking, with labels, such as, JJ for an adjective, NN for singular noun, CD for a cardinal number. The POS tags are mandatory for extracting compound words [29], such as ‘software development’.

The compound word extraction uses a set of rules. The rules are designed using knowledge of words construction from English dictionaries and in-depth analysis of scientific and technical English texts. The rules were validated by English literature experts, few sample rules are shown in Table 2 with explanations, and detailed rules available in Ref. [51].
Table 2. Compound words identification and extraction rules.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rules</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\forall a, a \in N$</td>
<td>every compound words have noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall a, a \in N, \text{if succeed}(a, a) \rightarrow \text{join}(a, a)$</td>
<td>A noun succeeded by a noun, terms are joined</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\forall a, b, \text{wherea} \in N \land b \in A, \text{if succeed}(a, b) \rightarrow \text{term}(a) \land \text{drop}(a)$</td>
<td>A noun succeeded by an adjective, the noun term is saved and adjective is compared with next token</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides the identification of compound words, POS tags also help in identifying cardinals, such as ‘1’ or ‘three’. The identification of cardinals has an impact on text search results, e.g., Java with two years of experience. Here, two is a cardinal that represents the level experience for the skill java. Identification of a cardinal helps to match the experience mentioned in the job description with a user query/profile. After marking the text with POS tags, compound words, cardinals, and entity extraction are next in the pipeline.

Entity extraction is a process of extracting important information from unstructured text, such as places, organizations, names, or money. Figure 4 shows domain-specific entities for e-recruitment from a job description, such as expertise level, skills, and job requirements.

![Figure 4](image_url) Basic and contextual entities extracted from a job description using SAJ.

Besides extracting the basic entities, Figure 4 shows the extraction of contextual entities, such as job requirements. The extraction of contextual entities is based on the occurrence of basic entities in some predefined order, for example the occurrence of expertise level and skill in a particular context forms a requirement.

The domain dictionary is utilized in the extraction of domain-specific entities. The domain dictionary contains patterns/action rules for the extraction of entities from text. These patterns/action rules are developed using JAPE (Java Annotation Pattern Engine) (https://gate.ac.uk/sale/tao/splitch8.html) grammar. JAPE grammar uses features for building pattern/action rules. The feature set contains aspects, such as POS tags, dictionary of words, and simple pattern/action rules. The JAPE rules also incorporate priorities for determining the execution order. The execution order affects the input/output for subsequent pattern/action rules. Example of pattern/action rules for entities are mentioned in Table 1. Section 4 discusses entity extraction along with JAPE rule examples in more detail.

3.4. Context Builder

The extracted entities are forwarded to the context builder and enrichment module in parallel. The context builder creates relationships (both hierarchical and associative) among extracted entities using a job description ontology as shown in Figure 5. The job description ontology is designed using job posting schema (https://schema.org/JobPosting) from schema.org and job description domain studies from various existing job portals discussed above. The ontology schema concepts and relationships were evaluated by HR domain experts for validating the domain coverage of job descriptions. The details of the Job Description Ontology are discussed in [52].

The job description ontology provides a schema for structuring and building the context of the extracted entities as shown in Figure 6. The core schema classes are Job Description, Job Title,
Requirements, Education, Career Level, and Job Type. Some of the core properties are the job description, requirements, job type, education, and job title. The ontology not only defines hierarchical relationships but also define associative relationships such as skos:altlabel, owl:sameAs and others. Figure 6 represents the requirements of a job description in an ontological model along with all its semantics. A relationship is created between a skill and an expertise level in the requirement. The relationships are not automatically extracted from the job description text rather the job description ontology already defines these relationships. The context builder uses entity types, such as skill, job requirement, expertise level, career level and others for identification of relationships.

For example, $S1$ is an instance of the $Skills$ class that is an intermediary node to connect $Skill$ instance $Object\text{ Oriented Programming}$ with $Expertise\text{ Level}$ instance $Proficiency$. The intermediary node $S1$ is then connected to $R1$, which is an instance of the $Requirement$ class, connected to a $Job\text{ Description}$ instance $JD1$.

![Figure 5](image1.png)

**Figure 5.** The proposed job description ontology with classes and properties used in SAJ.

![Figure 6](image2.png)

**Figure 6.** Graph structure showing entities and connections between the extracted entities to build a context in SAJ.
3.5. Enrichment

As mentioned before, entities extracted are also forwarded to the enrichment process of SAJ. Enrichment is a process that adds additional knowledge to existing information. The addition of information will result in improved search results [53] and job-profile matching. The current process achieves enrichment in two possible ways: (1) inter-document connections and (2) addition of knowledge from Linked Open Data. Inter-document connection is the result of storing data as a graph structure in the knowledge base. Figure 6 shows the concept of object oriented programming linked to two job descriptions with different job titles. A search that needs to find all jobs that have object oriented programming as a requirement will get precise results. The other method is to enrich information via Linked Open Data. During enrichment with Linked Open Data, additional terms are fetched with language conditions, for example lang=en. The reason for specifying the language is to get only English terms, not those in other languages—the current system does not have multilingual support. The similarity score is computed using cosine similarity via DISCO API between the entity extracted from the job description and that retrieved from LOD.

3.6. Knowledge Base

The knowledge base is responsible for storing the data that have been forwarded from the context builder and enrichment process after integration. The knowledge base stores information as a graph structure using the job description ontology. Currently, GraphDB (http://graphdb.ontotext.com/) is being used as knowledge base to store information. The current snapshot of the knowledge base as shown in Figure 6 visualizes two job descriptions JD1 and JD2. Both job descriptions have the same Object Oriented Programming as a skill requirement where their expertise levels are different. The graph structure representation of the knowledge base will now connect the same instance of Object Oriented Programming to all Skill instances with different expertise levels. This structure of the knowledge base is more resourceful when exploring a query in a graph such as find all jobs which have the requirement of object-oriented programming.

The purpose of Section 3 has been to describe SAJ precisely. The primary discussion has been on overall information flow in SAJ. Discussion on SAJ was critical for better understanding. The primary focus of this work is on the extraction and enrichment of entities, which is discussed next in detail.

4. Extraction and Enrichment in SAJ

The extraction and enrichment of entities from a job description is a non-trivial and challenging task because similar information can be described with various ways descriptions, e.g., a requirement for a skill java with two or more years of experience is represented with various wordings in Table 3. This type of variation in text makes it a challenge to extract information with minimal information loss. Moreover, entity enrichment using Linked Open Data will help in resolving the contextual disambiguation of information. For example, Java is an island of Indonesia (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java), but, in the current context, it is a programming language mentioned as a skill. The extraction and enrichment process assists in catering for all such challenges in e-recruitment techniques.

Table 3. Sample text to show the wording variation in a job description.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>2+ years of experience required in Java.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Must have worked at least 2 years in Java development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Experience of 2+ years is required in Java development.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This process consists of various steps to handle challenges in extracting information from job descriptions.
4.1. Basic Information Extraction

The entities, such as job title, location, career level, and organization are basic entities for a job description. Table 4 shows each of these entities with examples.

| Table 4. Entities along with examples from a job description in SAJ. |
| --- | --- |
| Entity | Example |
| Job Title | Java Software Engineer |
| Location | St. Louis. MO |
| Career Level | Mid-Level |
| Organization | Google, Inc. |

A job must have a job title as a mandatory entity, but others are optional. The extraction of basic information is carried out by hybrid approach using heuristics and rules from the dictionary. In the case of a job title, when more than one job title is detected, then the first line heuristic as mentioned before in Table 1 is applied. The position of the job title plays a vital role. Another aspect that requires much deliberation is the use of a special character in job title, thus creating an issue with incorrect boundary detection’s of job title entities.

4.2. Requirements Extraction

Requirements are contextual entities that define the essential skills or capabilities that an employer seeks in a potential candidate. For example, the Job Requirements segment in Figure 1 shows the requirements in the job description. The extraction of requirements is vital due to its significance for both employers and candidates. Requirements are not just basic entities; instead, they are an association of basic entities in a specific context, e.g., a skill Java has various expertise levels, such as novice and proficient. Here, skill and its expertise level make a single requirement as they occur in a specific context as shown in Figure 4. In this process, there are two main steps: (1) identification of the requirement boundary, and (2) identification of entities.

The requirement boundary is the start and end of a requirement. Table 5 shows a sample rule that marks the boundary for a requirement. The rule uses POS tags in combination with words in a sentence to mark a boundary for the requirement.

| Table 5. Sample rule for boundary detection of requirement using Java Annotation Pattern Engine (JAPE) in SAJ. |
| --- | --- |
| Rule | Description |
| Rule:requirementboundarymarker | The rule mark the boundary of the requirement. It detects the token categories as Part of Speech (POS). The tokens are either verbs (VBZ, VBG, VB), determiners or prepositions. Besides the POS requirement, the keyword placement in the sentence is verified. |
| Priority: 100 | |
| {Lookup.majorType==Req_BeginKeywords} | |
| {SpaceToken}[0,2] | |
| {(Token.category==IN)| {Token.category==TO}| {Token.category==VBG}| {Token.category==VB}| {Token.category==VBZ}|{Token.category==DT)}? | |
| (((SpaceToken)[0,3] (Token.kind==word, !Lookup.majorType==Req_NotAfterKeywords)} | |
| {Token.kind==symbol}| {Token.kind==number}| {Token.kind==punctuation,!Token.string==''.''} )+ | |
| : req --> :req.Requirement = | |
| {rule = ‘requirementboundarymarker’} | |

Once the requirement boundary is identified, the next step is to identify the actual requirement. An important aspect of the rule is setting its priority. Priorities are set in rules using the JAPE inherited
property *Priority*. The main purpose of setting the priority is to define the execution order of rules. The result obtained from one rule is input to the next rule. A higher value of *priority* defines a higher order of execution of the rule. The rule shown in Table 5 has priority set to 100 meaning; this is the first rule that will be executed and will make a start and end boundary for a requirement.

The contextual entity requirements are extracted from a job description using pattern/action rules defined in the dictionary. The rules identify entities from unstructured text that constitute the requirements for a job description. Consider the requirement, *Proficiency in Object Oriented Programming in Java and Groovy+Grails for Web-based application*. The rule in Table 5 will mark the boundary of the requirement, *Proficiency in Object Oriented Programming in Java*, as it is a high priority rule with value 100. Table 6 shows a pattern/action rule with priority 50—this extracts skills, such as Java, and will be executed after the rule with priority 100.

### Table 6. Sample rule for job extraction of requirement using JAPE in SAJ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase: requirementSubParts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input: RequirementsBeg Token</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RequirementsNot RequirementsMid RequirementsEnd</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skill Split ToolsAndTechnology OperatingSystem</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Database Course TechnicalLanguage Protocol</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ExpertiseLevel MandatoryConditionTrue</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MandatoryConditionFalse ExpDuration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options: control = appelt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule:requirementSubPartsStart</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority: 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{RequirementsBeg} ((({{Token})*</td>
<td>{Skill})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{ToolsAndTechnology}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>{Database} {Course}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{Protocol}</td>
<td>{ExpertiseLevel}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{MandatoryConditionTrue}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{MandatoryConditionFalse}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{ExpDuration}</td>
<td>{{ExpertiseLevel}})+{Split} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>:req --&gt; :req.Requirements =</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{rule =‘requirementSubPartsStart’}</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dictionary defines the domain knowledge for requirement identification. The sample rule shown in Table 6 has a priority of 50 and uses various lists, such as *skill*, *database*, *course*, and *technical knowledge* for the extraction of requirements. A sentence is dropped if it does not satisfy any rule.

#### 4.2.1. Responsibilities' Extraction

Responsibilities are the duties that an employee performs during their stay in an organization as shown in Figure 1. It is a non-mandatory text segment of a job description. Sometimes, responsibilities are described along with the job requirements, and are defined using similar entities, such as must have a *knowledge of AWS cloud* and will *manage AWS cloud*.

In the example, the first statement is a job requirement and the second statement is the job responsibility. It is difficult to draw a clear line of distinction between job responsibilities and job requirements. After detailed analysis and experimentation on real-world data-sets, SAJ was successful in separating job requirements from job responsibilities.

Table 7 shows the rule for detection of responsibilities from job descriptions. The sample rule extracts responsibility using domain background knowledge from a dictionary and morphological sentence structure. The rule has a low priority of 10. It uses the *Responsibilty_BeginKeywords* dictionary along with POS tags to identify the responsibility boundaries.
Table 7. Sample rule for job description responsibility detection using JAPE in SAJ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase: Responsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input: Lookup Token SpaceToken</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Options: control = appelt debug=true</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rule:keywordResponsibility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority: 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lookup.majorType}\Rightarrow \text{Responsibility\_BeginKeywords} \\
\text{[0,2]}\ 	ext{[Token.category==IN]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==TO]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==VBG]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==VB]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==DT]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==NN]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==NNS]}? \\
\text{[([SpaceToken])[0,3]}\ 	ext{[Token.kind==word,} \\
\text{!lookup.majorType==Res\_NotAfterKeywords]} | \\
\text{[Token.kind==symbol]} | \\
\text{[Token.kind==number]} | \\
\text{[Token.kind==punctuation,} \\
\text{!Token.string==''.''}]) \ast | \\
\text{:req --> :req.Responsibility =} \\
\text{[rule='\text{\'keywordResponsibility\''}]}
\end{align*}
\]

The rule marks the boundary of the responsibility. It detects the token categories as POS. The tokens are either verbs (VBZ, VBG, VB), determiners or prepositions. Besides the POS requirement, keyword placement in the sentence is verified.

4.2.2. Education Extraction

Education defines the mandatory or minimal qualification required for the job. Education has four categories: degree, diploma, training, and certification. Besides identifying education, it is also classified into one of the predefined categories as aforementioned. This division is useful during the job matching.

Figure 7 shows an education requirement, BS/MS in Computer Science. Table 8 shows a rule for extracting the educational requirement degree. The sample rule identifies educational entities that have the token “in”. A degree dictionary is used with the POS tag to obtain the correct educational requirement identification.

![Sample of educational requirements in a job description.](image)

Table 8. A sample rule for education degree extraction using JAPE in SAJ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rule:degreeextractioninfull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority: 40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([Degree]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| ([Token.string==‘in’]{[Token.category==NNP,} \\
| !lookup.majorType==date]+ {[Token.string==‘and’]} | \\
| {[Token.category==NNP,]}{Degree}+ ):Degree |
| --> :Degree.FullDegree |
| ={rule='\text{\'degreeextractioninfull\''}]}

The rule extracts educational requirement categorized as Degree. Its use POS tag (NNP) and degree dictionaries. The rule also verifies the existence of token “in”.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{lookup.majorType}\Rightarrow \text{Res\_BeginKeywords} \\
\text{([SpaceToken])[0,2]}\ 	ext{[Token.category==IN]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==TO]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==VBG]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==VB]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==DT]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==NN]} | \\
\text{[Token.category==NNS]}? \\
\text{[([SpaceToken])[0,3]}\ 	ext{[Token.kind==word,} \\
\text{!lookup.majorType==Res\_NotAfterKeywords]} | \\
\text{[Token.kind==symbol]} | \\
\text{[Token.kind==number]} | \\
\text{[Token.kind==punctuation,} \\
\text{!Token.string==''.''}]) \ast | \\
\text{:req --> :req.Responsibility =} \\
\text{[rule='\text{\'keywordResponse\''}]}
\end{align*}
\]
4.3. Entities Enrichment

Enrichment is the process of adding additional knowledge to existing entities. The enrichment of job description entities will help with increasing the search space and better job-profile matching. The enrichment process gets its input from the entity extraction process as a list of entities. The enrichment process only processes skill entities currently. The basic aim of processing skills is to get all alternate forms, e.g., Object-Oriented Programming is also referred to OOP. The enrichment will help SAJ in identifying Object Oriented Programming and OOP as the same skill. The process achieves this by using Linked Open Data as shown in Figure 8. The main aim to use Linked Open Data for enrichment is to have up-to-date information related to the terms that are being enriched. The enrichment process via Linked Open Data will not suffer from the traditional data staleness problem. The open source community (https://opensource.com/resources/what-open-source) is responsible for updating the LOD data.

The enrichment process gets additional labels from LOD based on the properties rdfs:label, rdfs:altLabel and a condition of lang=en. The rdfs:label, rdfs:altLabel and lang=en filter are standard Web Ontology Language (https://www.w3.org/OWL/) properties. The data are fetched in real time when we transform unstructured text into machine-understandable structured format. No real-time query is sent to LOD when data are shown to the user.

The similarity is computed among the additional labels fetched from LOD and entities extracted from a job description. If the number of returned entities from LOD is less than five, then all returned entities are stored, but, if the number exceeds 5, then the similarity is calculated using the Cosine Similarity [54] between the terms as shown in Equation (1):

\[
\cos(x, y) = \frac{x \cdot y}{||x|| \cdot ||y||}.
\]

DISCO API [55] facilitates the calculation of cosine similarity. In addition to cosine similarity, a distributional similarity is also calculated using DISCO API. DISCO API allows for calculating the semantic similarity between arbitrary words and phrases. DISCO API calculates the similarities using the Wikipedia (https://www.wikipedia.org/) data set. The data-set used is from April 2013 (https://www.linguatools.de/disco/disco\protect\discretionary{\char\hyphenchar\font}{}{}download_en.html) and the API version used is DISCO API v3.0. The data-set used is of type SIM, i.e., word similarities are computed. The entities are stored in the knowledge base using skos:altLabel. SKOS is a prefix that stands for Simple Knowledge Organization System and altLabel is used as a standard to represent alternate labels in an ontology schema.

![Figure 8. Entities enrichment process using Linked Open Data (LOD) in SAJ.](image)

5. Evaluation

The rationale for the evaluation of the proposed system derives from its main objectives, i.e., to have a system that extracts context-aware information and stores them in the knowledge base.
The information extracted by the SAJ should have minimal information loss, a larger search space and adhere to Linked Open Data principles. The current evaluation considers all these aspects.

5.1. Data-Set Acquisition

At the current moment, no gold standard data-set exists for job descriptions. The proposed e-recruitment system SAJ was evaluated on a self-collected data-set of 860 job descriptions from 2013 from various e-recruitment systems and a community mailing list. Details of the sources along with the statistics of collected job descriptions from each source are shown in Table 9. The data from Indeed and DBWorld was collected via an automated crawler. Indeed, it provides REST services to get data whereas DBWorld data was crawled. The data from Personforce (Islamabad, Pakistan) was obtained as an industrial partner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Descriptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personforce.com (<a href="https://www.personforce.com/">https://www.personforce.com/</a>)</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBWorld (<a href="https://research.cs.wisc.edu/dbworld/browse.html">https://research.cs.wisc.edu/dbworld/browse.html</a>)</td>
<td>139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indeed.com (<a href="https://www.indeed.com.pk/?r=us">https://www.indeed.com.pk/?r=us</a>)</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>860</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The collected job descriptions belong to multiple categories as shown in Table 10. These categories range from information technology through management to health care. The job descriptions were collected at random and then placed in these predefined categories. The random selection was to ensure that the data-set is not biased but rather contains jobs from multiple domains and disciplines.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Engineering and Technical Services</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Operations</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer and Information Technology</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Management</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health-care and Safety</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arts, Design and Entertainment</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales and Marketing</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office Support and Administrative</td>
<td>203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture and Engineering</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construction and Production</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Care</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management and Executive</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Services</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government and Policy</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post-doctoral</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research and Teaching</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>860</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The collected data-set was evaluated by Human Resource (HR) experts who had more than five years of experience working in the area of recruitment and staffing. All entities and relationships were identified in the job descriptions. The primary entities selected after discussion with HR experts for evaluation were job title, job responsibilities, job requirements, job category and education level. These selected entities have a pivotal role in the job description(s). The results of the entity extraction from job descriptions were compared with the manually verified data from HR experts.
5.2. Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation was performed using the standard metrics of recall, precision and f-measure as shown in Equations (2)–(4) as well as an error analysis:

\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{\text{relevant} - \text{jobs} \cap \text{retrieved} - \text{jobs}}{\text{relevant} - \text{job}},
\]

\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{\text{relevant} - \text{jobs} \cap \text{retrieved} - \text{jobs}}{\text{retrieved} - \text{jobs}},
\]

\[
F - 1 = \frac{2 \cdot \text{precision} \cdot \text{recall}}{\text{precision} + \text{recall}}.
\]

Besides evaluating the recall, precision and f-1, overall system accuracy and error rate is also calculated, as shown in Equations (5) and (6):

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{tp + tn}{tp + tn + fp + fn},
\]

\[
\text{ErrorRate} = 1 - \text{Accuracy}.
\]

5.3. Evaluation Results

Table 11 shows the results for the entities’ extraction process. The table shows the recall, precision and f-measure values of various entity types. These values are computed by comparison with the gold standard data-set manually verified by HR experts. Education has the highest recall, i.e., 100%, whereas job title has the highest precision 100%. Overall job title had the highest f-1 value of 95.60%. This table shows only the proposed system evaluation results against the gold standard. In the next section, a comparison with other systems is presented.

Table 11. Results of job description evaluation based on entity types in SAJ.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Entity Type</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>90.5</td>
<td>87.90</td>
<td>88.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Responsibilities</td>
<td>76.14</td>
<td>75.00</td>
<td>75.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>93.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Job Title</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>90.67</td>
<td>95.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Job Category</td>
<td>79.24</td>
<td>97.67</td>
<td>87.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Besides making a comparison on the basis of standard parameters of precision, recall and f-1, an accuracy vs. error comparison was also computed for SAJ, to investigate how well the SAJ performs. From the graph in Figure 9, it is quite evident that education has a low error rate of Zero. The 100% accuracy is only due to low variation in education entity. The system overall has accuracy of 94% and an error rate of 6%.

Besides measuring extraction precision and system accuracy, an evaluation was performed by retrieving the job from the knowledge base to evaluate how well extraction was performed and context was built. The main aim of this evaluation was to show that, when a user searches for jobs from the job description knowledge base, they will get highly precise and accurate results meaning that user confidence in the system will increase. For each query, jobs were manually counted and then applied to job descriptions in the knowledge base. The queries were written in the SPARQL language. The results are shown in Table 12 and clearly show that SAJ performed well in terms of extraction and context building for the job description in the knowledge base.
Figure 9. Evaluation comparison of Accuracy vs. Error for SAJ.

Table 12. Job description user retrieval summary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Manual</th>
<th>System Retrieved</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Job Titles</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Level</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.4. Comparative Analysis

This section presents the result comparison among SAJ, OpenCalais (http://www.opencalais.com/about) and Alchemy API (http://www.alchemyapi.com/about-us). Both OpenCalais and Alchemy API are industry leaders in information extraction.

All systems were able to extract job titles. Figure 10 shows a comparison of the three systems for job titles’ extraction. The comparison parameters are precision, recall, and f-1.

Figure 10. Comparative analysis among SAJ, Alchemy API and OpenCalais for Job Titles.

From the graph, it is evident that SAJ performs well when compared to OpenCalais and Alchemy API. SAJ has achieved an overall precision of 98.1% compared to OpenCalais 39% and Alchemy API
34.32%. The other entity that OpenCalais was able to extract and Alchemy API was not able to extract was the job requirements. The graph in Figure 11 shows a comparative analysis of the requirement entity between SAJ and OpenCalais.

![Figure 11](image-url)

**Figure 11.** Comparative analysis among SAJ and OpenCalais for requirements.

From the graph in Figure 11, it is evident that SAJ has a much higher precision 90.5% than OpenCalais 42.78%. OpenCalais has a recall of 76.1%, whereas SAJ has higher recall of 87.09%. No comparison exists for education, responsibilities and job category as OpenCalais and Alchemy API were not able to extract those entities.

### 6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this research, SAJ extracts context-aware information from job descriptions by exploiting Linked Open Data, job description domain ontology, and domain-specific dictionaries. SAJ enriches and builds context between extracted entities to minimize the information loss in the extraction process. It combines various processes together to achieve context-aware information extraction and enrichment from job description in e-recruitment. SAJ segments the text into predefined categories using a self-generated dictionary. Natural Language Processing (NLP) and a dictionary help in identification of entities. The extracted entities are enriched using Linked Open Data, and job context is built using a job description domain ontology. The enriched and context-aware information is stored in the knowledge base built using Linked Open Data principles. The evaluation has been performed on a data-set of 860 jobs, verified by HR experts. The initial assessment was conducted by a comparison between manually verified data and system extracted entities. SAJ achieved an overall f-1 of 87.83%. In comparison with other techniques, OpenCalais and alchemy API, SAJ performed the best. OpenCalais was able to extract job titles and job requirements while Alchemy API was only able to extract job titles. SAJ can facilitate searching and retrieval, scoring and ranking of job candidates.

In the future, the plan is to extend this work for automatic dictionary learning. This will enhance the dictionary by the addition of new rules learned from the text.
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